EASA Certification Information

No.: 2017-07
Issued: 03 April 2017

Subject: Transfer of Type Certificate for hot air balloons MA series from Llopis balloons to Nouvelle Manufacture d’Aerostats

Type Certificate: EASA.BA.119, formerly DGAC-F No186

Product: Hot Air Balloons MA types

Issued by: European Aviation Safety Agency

Type Certificate Holder: LLOPIS BALLOONS

New Holder of the Certificate: Nouvelle Manufacture d’Aerostats

Background: The request by Llopis Balloons as current Holder to transfer the EASA Type Certificate No DGAC-F 186 to NMA has been accepted by EASA as of 03 April 2017.

In accordance with the international rules and the applicable EASA administrative procedures\(^1\), upon acceptance of transfer, NMA has endorsed all responsibilities of the TC holder as of 03 April 2017.

EASA considers that all Airworthiness Directives (ADs) issued by EASA or DGAC France of related to these products are still applicable unless EASA replaces and cancels them.

Contact: Any request, query or comment should be sent, no later than the 21 April 2017, to:

European Aviation Safety Agency
Attn. Mr. Dominique Roland
Postfach 10 12 53
D – 50452 Köln
Deutschland
E-Mail: dominique.roland@easa.europa.eu

\(^1\) EASA procedure PR.TOC.00001 on Transfer or surrender of a product certificate (http://easa.europa.eu/certification/internal-working-procedures.php)